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VI
Place Names in the Desert
stream at which he made his
first camp Lehi named after his
eldest son; the valley, after his
second son (I Nephi 2:8.) The
oasis at which his party made their
next important camp "we did call
. . . Shazer.” {Ibid., 16:13.) The
fruitful land by the sea "we called
Bountiful,” while the sea itself "we
called Irreantum.” {Ibid., 17:5.)
By what right do these people re
name streams and valleys to suit
themselves? No westerner would
tolerate such arrogance. But Lehi
is not interested in western taste;
he is following a good old Oriental
custom. Among the laws "which
no Bedouin would dream of trans
gressing,” the first, according to
Jennings-Bramley, is that "any
water you may discover, either in
your own territory or in the terri
tory of another tribe, is named after
you.”228 So it happens that in Arabia
a great wady (valley) will have
different names at different points
along its course, a respectable num
ber of names being "all used for
one and the same valley. One and
the same place may have several
names, and the wadi running close
to the same, or the mountain con
nected with it, will naturally be
called differently by members of
different clans,” according to
Canaan,228 who tells how the Arabs
"often coin a new name for a lo
cality for which they have never
used a proper name, or whose name
they do not know,” the name given
being usually that of some person.220
Names thus bestowed by wandering
Bedouins "are neither generally
known nor commonly used,” so we
could of course not expect any of
Lehi’s place names to survive.231
Speaking of the desert "below the
Negeb proper,” i.e., the general
area of Lehi’s first camp, Woolley
he
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and Lawrence report, "peaks and
ridges have different names among
the different Arab tribes, and from
different sides,”232 and of the nearby
Tih, Palmer says, "In every locality,
each individual object, whether
rock, mountain, ravine, or valley,
has its appropriate name,”233 while
Raswan recalls how "miraculously
each hill and dale bore a name.”234
But how reliable are such names?
Philby recounts a typical case:
"Zeyd and 'Ali seemed a little vague
about the nomenclature of these
parts, and it was only by the irritat
ing process of continual questioning
and sifting their often inconsistent
and contradictory answers that I
was able in the end to piece together
the topography of the region.”235
Farther east Cheesman ran into the
same difficulty: "I pointed out that
this was the third different hill to
which he had given the same name.
He knew that, was the reply, but
that was the way they named
them.”236 The irresponsible custom of
renaming everything on the spot
seems to go back to the earliest
times, and "probably, as often as
not, the Israelites named for them

in these mountains, the water bears
a different name from the wadi.”238
Likewise we might suppose that, the
river having been named after his
first-born, the location of the camp
would be given, as any westerner
would give it, with reference to
the river. Instead, the Book of
Mormon follows the correct Arabic
system of designating the camp not
by the name of the river (which
might dry up sometime), but by the
name of the valley. (I Nephi 10:16,
16:6.)
Another surprise: Nephi more
than once refers to the river of
Laman as "flowing into the fountain
of the Red Sea.” Since when is
the Red Sea a fountain, forsooth?
Answer: ever since it was called a
yam. "In Hebrew,” writes Albright,
"the word yam means ‘(large)
river’ and ‘fresh water lake’ as well
as ‘sea’ in the English sense. In our
case we cannot, however, be sure
whether the designation yam came
originally from inland, referring to
pure fresh water as the source of
life, or ... it referred to the Medi
terranean as the main source of
Canaanite livelihood.”239 In the
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the spring of the year it is by no means unusual to
find rivers in the regions through tvhich Lehi
traveled.
selves their own camps, or uncon
sciously confounded a native name
in their carelessness.”237 Yet, in spite
of its undoubted antiquity, only the
most recent explorers have com
mented on this strange practice,
which seems to have escaped the
notice of travelers until our own
times.
Even more whimsical and sense
less to a westerner must appear the
behavior of Lehi in naming a river
after one son and its valley after
another. But the Arabs don’t think
that way: In the Mahra country, for
example, "as is commonly the case

former case fountain is the best
translation of the word, and it is
certainly in this "inland” sense that
Nephi uses it, for he uses a totally
different expression (as we shall
see) when speaking of the ocean.
The Nile and the Euphrates were
anciently called yams, and this has
been explained as "probably a kind
of poetic hyperbole, founded upon
the fact that they annually over
flow their banks.”240 Now the aver
age width of the Gulf of 'Aqaba is
only about twelve miles, and Musil
reports that one can look right
across it and "see on the Sinai
the improvement era

A great desert poet, Abu Sokhr, wrote that nothing on earth brings verses os reodily to mind os
running water and wild places.

peninsula not only the mountains of
the south part of the peninsula, but
also the plain extending north. . . .
To the South we had a view of the
greater part of the at-Tihama
shore.”241 From the Arabian side,
then, the northeastern arm ©f the
Red Sea for over a hundred miles
(i.e., in the sector where Lehi’s
party first came upon the sea, (I
Nephi 2:5) is not an open sea at
all, and is not the Red Sea: it is a
broad and elongated sheet of water
like the Nile and Euphrates at flood,
and like them it is not closed water
—not a great lake—but opens out
to the sea, flowing out through two
channels, each but five miles wide.
The corresponding western arm of
the Red Sea anciently had the
mysterious and much-discussed
name of Yarn Suph, "sea (or foun
tain) of weeds (or rushes).” If it
was called a yam, what is more
natural than that its twin gulf to
the east should bear the same desigJUNE 1950

nation? The latter certainly was
what the ancients called a yam,
that word having, whether applied
to salt water or fresh, the basic
meaning of source or fountain.
Please note that Nephi does not call
the Red Sea a fountain, but rather
refers to this gulf as a fountain of
the Red Sea—a feeder, as it were,
with spring torrents flowing into it
{Ibid., 2:9), a yam in the very
sense that the Nile and Euphrates
at flood were yams.
When the party reached the
ocean, “we beheld the sea, which
we called Irreantum, which, being
interpreted, is many waters.” {Ibid.,
17:5.) But why did they not simply
call it the sea and be done? Be
cause there was no name in their
language to designate this particu
lar sea; so they simply gave it a
name of their own. The ancients
regularly resort to epithets when
speaking of the great outer seas, as
the ‘‘Great Green” of the Egyp

tians and the ‘‘Great Deep” of the
Hebrews. In Coptic, the latest form
of Egyptian, the Red Sea proper
was called fayum nehah, literally
‘‘many waters.”242 If one wanted to
speculate, it would be easy to trace
Irreantum back to some derivation
containing Eg. wr (great) and nt
(Copt, nout ‘‘standing water”), or
to identify the final -um with the
common (Eg., Copt., Heb.) yem,
yam, yum, ‘‘sea” and the rest of the
word with Copt, irnahte ‘‘great or
many.” But we need not go so far:
It is enough to know that in Lehi’s
day the ocean was designated by
epithets, and that the sea to the
east was called ‘‘many waters” by
the latest Egyptians.
The first important stop after
Lehi’s party had left their base camp
was at a place which they called
Shazer. The name is intriguing.
The element shajer is quite common
in Palestine place names; it is a
collective meaning “trees,” and
many Arabs (especially in Egypt)
pronounce it shazher. It appears
in Thoghret as-Sajur (the Pass of
Trees), the ancient Shaghur, writ
ten Segor in the sixth century.243 It
may be confused with Shaghur
“seepage,” which is held to be
identical with Shihor, the “black
water” of Joshua 19:36.244 This last
takes in western Palestine the form
Sozura,2* suggesting the name of a
famous water hole in south Arabia,
called Shisur by Thomas and Shisar
by Philby.240 It is a “tiny copse”
(Thomas) and one of the loneliest
spots in all the world. So we have
Shihor, Shaghur, Sajur, Saghir,
Segor (even Zoar), Shajar, Sozura,
Shisur, and Shisar, all connected
somehow or other and denoting
either seepage—a weak but reliable
water supply—or a clump of trees.
Whichever one prefers, Lehi’s peo
ple could hardly have picked a bet
ter name for their first suitable stop
ping place than Shazer.
Before leaving the subject of
waters, it would be well to note
that Nephi’s mention of a river in
a most desolate part of Arabia has
caused a good deal of quite unneces
sary eyebrow-raising. Though Ho
garth says that Arabia “probably
never had a true river in all its im
mense area,”247 later authorities, in
cluding Philby, are convinced that
the peninsula has supported some
quite respectable rivers even in his{Continued on page 516)
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USING EXAMPLES
(Concluded from page 514)

words the more vivid will be the
picture. Instead of talking about
children, talk about John and Mary
and Jim. Use “nouns that bleed”
and “verbs that sting and rattle.”3
If you can choose between two
words, choose the one that is
simpler but conveys the more clear
cut image. Compare, for instance,
the mental pictures the following
sentences create:
»Ibid.. p. 88.

If a man can excel other men, the world
will find and honor him.
If a man can write a better book, preach
a better sermon, or make a better mouse
trap than his neighbor, though he builds
his house in the woods, the world will
make a beaten path to his door.

Emerson, Lecture in 1871

Facts, figures, stories, compari
son, pictures, and colorful words
are tools of a successful speaker.
Learn to use them effectively.

MORE STEEL
FOR THE
WEST
----THROUGH--------------NEW PRODUCTION FACILITIES
AT
GENEVA AND COLUMBIA
STEEL COMPANIES
■ As part of an 18-million dollar conversion program
pledged by United States Steel at the time of the
purchase of the war-born Geneva Plant from the Gov
ernment in June, 1946, the Geneva Steel Company
recently installed and put into operation equipment
for production of hot rolled coils.
These coils, known familiarly to the trade as
“breakdowns,” are an intermediate product intended
for further processing. As such, the Geneva-rolled
coils are now being shipped to Columbia Steel’s new
cold reduction mill at Pittsburg, California, where
they’re converted to sheet and tin plate. Between
them, these two mills can supply Western steel buyers
with an estimated 325,000 tons of flat-rolled products
each year.
An all Western venture from start to finish, the
combination of the new facilities of these two U.S.
Steel subsidiaries marks a new forward step in the
industrial growth of the West.
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(Continued from page 487)

toric times. The point to notice,
however, is that Lehi made his dis
covery in the spring of the year,2*8
when that part of the world is full
of rushing torrents, Moreover, the
very fact that Nephi uses the term
“a river of water,” to say nothing of
Lehi's ecstasies at the sight of it,
shows that they are used to thinking
in terms of dry rivers—the “rivers
of sand” of the East.248 One only
speaks of “rivers of water” in a
country where rivers do not run all
the time. But in the spring it is
by no means unusual to find rivers
in the regions through which Lehi
was moving, as a few examples will
show.
“We . . . descended . . . into
Wady Waleh. Here was a beauti
ful seil, quite a little river, dashing
over the rocky bed and filled with
fish. . . . The stream is a very pretty
one . . . bordered by thickets of
flowering oleanders. Here and there
it narrows into a deep rushing tor
rent. . . . ”230 Describing the great
wall that runs, like our Hurricane
fault in Utah, all along the Dead
Sea, the Arabah, and the Red Sea,
an earlier traveler says: “Farther
south the country is absolutely im
passable, as huge gorges one thou
sand to fifteen hundred feet deep
(compare Lehi’s “awful chasm”)
and nearly a mile wide in, some
places, are broken by the great tor
rents flowing in winter over perpen
dicular precipices into the sea.”231
The sea is the Dead Sea, but the
same conditions continue all down
the great wall to “the borders which
are near the Red Sea.”
One
is reminded of how impressed
Lehi was when he saw the river
of Laman “flowing into the foun
tain of the Red Sea.” On the
desert road to Petra in the spring
time “there are several broad
streams to pass, the fording of
which creates a pleasant excite
ment.”232 A party traveling farther
north reports, “we presently came
upon the deep Wady 'Allan, which
here cuts the plain in two. How
delightful was the plash and gurgle
of the living water rushing over its
rocky bed in the fierce heat of that
Syrian day!”253
Given the right season of the
year, then—and the Book of Mor
mon is obliging enough to give it—
one need not be surprised at rivers
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in northwestern Arabia. It was
this seasonal phenomenon that led
Ptolemy to place a river between
Yambu and Meccah.254
When Ishmael died on the jour
ney, he “was buried in the place
which was called Nahom.” (I Nephi
16:34.) Note that this is not "a
place which we called Nahom, but
the place which was so called, a
desert burial ground.256 The Arabic
root NHM has the basic meaning
of “to sigh or moan,” and occurs
nearly always in the third form, “to
sight or moan with another.” The
Hebrew Nahum, “comfort,” is re
lated but that is not the form given
in the Book of Mormon. At this
place, we are told, “the daughters
of Ishmael did mourn exceedingly,”
and are reminded that among the
desert Arabs mourning rites for the
dead are a strict monopoly of the
women, related Hebrew rites being
less exclusively female.256 Ishmael
here seems more of an Arab than
ever, while Nephi continues to dis
play unerring accuracy on every
point.

Lehi’s Qasid
There is no more surprising or
impressive evidence for the genuine
ness of the Book of Mormon than
the eloquent little verses (they are
a sort of qasid)157 which Lehi on
one occasion addressed to his way
ward sons.
It was just after the first camp
had been pitched, with due care
for the proper rites of thanksgiving
at the “altar of stones.” Lehi, being
then free to survey the scene more
at his leisure (among the desert
people it is the women who make
and break camp, though the sheikh,
as we have seen, must officiate in
the sacrifice), proceeded, as was his
right, to name the river after his
first-born and the valley after his
second son. (I Nephi 2:6-8, 14.)
They examined the terrain more
closely, as Arabs always do after
pitching camp in a place where they
expect to spend some time, and dis
covered that the river “emptied into
the fountain of the Red Sea,” at a
point “near the mouth thereof”
{Ibid., 2:8-9), which suggests the
Gulf of ‘Aqaba at a point not far
above the Straits of Tiran. When
Lehi beheld the view, perhaps from
the sides of Mt. Musafa or Mt.
Mendisha,268 he turned to his two elJUNE 1950

der sons and recited his remarkable
verses. Nephi seems to have been
standing by, for he takes most care
ful note of the circumstance:
And when my father saw that the waters
of the river emptied into the fountain of
the Red Sea, he spake unto Laman, say
ing: O that thou mightest be like unto this
river, continually running into the fountain
of all righteousness!
And he also spake unto Lemuel: O that
thou mightest be like unto this valley,
firm and steadfast, and immovable in keep
ing the commandments of the Lord! (I
Nephi 2:9-10.)

No subject has been more inten

sively studied than that of primitive
Semitic poetry, and nowhere could
one find a more perfect illustration
of the points that are now agreed
upon as to the nature and form of
the original article than in this brief
account of Nephi’s.
First there is the occasion: It was
the sight of the river flowing into
the gulf which inspired Lehi to ad
dress his sons. In a famous study,
Goldziher pointed out that the earli
est desert poems ever mentioned are
“those Quellenlieder (songs to
springs of water) which, according
to the record of St. Nilus, the an-

FLY UHirtD
to the LDS CENTENNIAL
(August 9-20)

You're only a few hours away!

Flying United is the fast, easy way to attend the LDS Centen
nial in Hawaii. Fast, luxurious Mainliners take you from any of
United’s 81 cities coast to coast and border to border direct to San
Francisco where you board United’s great, new twin-deck Mainliner Stratocruiser.
United’s Mainliner Stratocruiser is the world’s finest Stratocruis
er—the only one with a six-compartment cabin including a beautiful
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service. (Berths and a private stateroom available at extra charge.)
Fares are surprisingly low. Ask about United’s many special Air
Tours to Hawaii.

UNITED AIR LINES
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LEHI IN THE DESERT
(Continued from preceding page)

cient Arabs used to intone after
having refreshed and washed them
selves in some fountain of running
water discovered in the course of a
long journeying.”238 Nilus’ own ac
count is a vivid picture of what
Lehi’s party went through:
The next day . . . after making their
way as is usual in the desert by devious
routes, wandering over the difficult ter
rain, forced to turn aside now this way.

now that, circumventing mountains, stum
bling over rough, broken ground through all
but impenetrable passes, they beheld in the
far distance a spot of green in the desert;
and striving to reach the vegetation by
which the oasis might provide a camp or
even sustain a settlement for some of
them {we are reading nomadikon for the
senseless monadikon), as they conjectured,
they turned their eyes towards it as a
storm-tossed pilot views the port. Upon
reaching it, they found that the spot did
not disappoint their expectations, and that
their wishful fantasies had not led them
to false hopes. For the water was abundant,
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clear to the sight and sweet to the taste,
so that it was a question whether the eye
or the mouth was the more delighted. More
over, there was adequate forage for the
animals; so they unloaded the camels and
let them out to graze freely. For them
selves, they could not let the water alone,
drinking, splashing, and bathing as if they
couldn’t revel in it enough. So they
chanted songs in its praise (the river’s),
and composed hymns to the spring ... 200

(To be continued)
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On The Bookrack
(Continued from page 466)

In the latest edition, this set of books
has been brought up-to-date and ex
tensively supplemented to keep abreast
of the ever-extending frontier of newer
knowledge and recent happenings in
the world. It covers the fields of
Science, History, Hygiene, Geography,
Civics, Economics, Nature Study,
Physiology,
Biography,
Industry,
Handicrafts, Transportation and Com
munication, Mining and Mechanics,
Writing and Riddles, Arithmetic and
Recreation, Art and Entertainment.
And all these formidable facts, made
easy and understandable, are inter
spersed with the ageless and indis
pensable poems and stories from the
world’s finest literature for children.
Furthermore, planned courses of
study are provided for those who
want to use them.
In picture and in print The Book of
Knowledge is an ever delightful, color
ful, informative, and entertaining store
house of almost anything a youngster
would want to inquire about, from the
minute things of the earth to the re
mote things of the universe. And all
it contains is palatably presented to
simplify the teaching problems of par
ents and the learning problems of chil
dren.—7?. L. E.
A HANDBOOK OF HUMAN
RELATIONS
(Everett R. Clinchy. Farrar Strauss
and Company, New York. 146 pages.
1949. $2.00.)
rjn Clinchy has battled these many
years for a sensible peace among
men of different faiths, occupations,
and origins. In this volume he has
arranged his argument and plea in such
a manner that contending groups could
profitably use it as a textbook. He does
not ask for the surrender of beliefs,
but for the laying aside of prejudices
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which in one way or another are re
tarding our national development.

—J. A. W.
THE JOURNEY TO THE
PROMISED LAND
(Deta P. Neeley. Deseret News
Press, Salt Lake City, Utah. 122
pages.)
'J’his book, which the author calls
"the first book in the series called
‘A Child’s Story of the Book of Mor
mon,’ ’’ has been carefully prepared by
Dr. Neeley for all children to under
stand. Children with “fourth-grade
reading ability will be able to read the
book for themselves.” The fictional

approach will delight young people
and will be approved by older folk
since the author deals very carefully
with the original text, the Book of
Mormon itself. The author tells the
leaving of Jerusalem, the return for
the plates, the wandering in the wil
derness, the voyage, and finally the
landing in the Western Hemisphere.
- M. C. J.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
WILL ROGERS
(Edited by Donald Day. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston. 1949. 410
pages.)
TIZill Rogers has become an institution in the United States, an
(Concluded on following page)

"MY IRONRITE MAKES HOUSE
CLEANING MUCH
EASIER"
Says Mrs. Dean F. Wood,
2007 McClelland Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
When I purchased my Ironrite automatic
ironer, I expected to iron our weekly
wash, but I didn't realize what a won
derful help it could be during house
cleaning time. I have ironed my curtains
with ruffles, drapes, and ruffled bed
spread in much less time and really rested
from the other more arduous tasks. I have
three small children and my husband to
iron for, but I iron everything I can wash.
Ironite's "Do-All" ironing points, iron tucks
and gathers on my little girl's dresses
with marvelous ease.

Model 80. (left)
Open-model Iron
rite. Model 85.
(shown above)
closed-top Iron
rite.

I ron rile;
Low Down Payment—easy credit
terms. Ask about a FREE Home
Demonstration.

“With its two completely
usable open ends, my Ironrite
will iron everything I can
wash, quickly and beautifully.”
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SEE ONE OF THESE IRONRITE DEALERS FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION
UTAH
Blake Electric Company .................................................................................................................. Richfield
Clark Company ................L.................................................................................................... Salt Lake City
Read Brothers' Company .................................................................................................................. Ogden
Culligan Soft Water Service ................................................................................................. Salt Lake City
Utah Appliance Company ................................................................................................................ Provo
Peterson Electric Appliance Company ............................................................................... Salt Lake City
IDAHO
C. C. Anderson Company ......................................................................................................... Idaho Falls
Sam H. Jones' Furniture & Appliances ....................................................................................... Blackfoot
ARIZONA AND NEVADA
Newell Appliance ..................................................................................................................Mesa, Arizona
Clark County Electric Company ................................................................................. Las Vegas, Nevada
Dorris-Heyman ................................................................................................................. Phoenix, Arizona

Distributed by GORDON E. WILKINS—IRONERS, INC.
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